**CUSTOMER TAG NAME:**

**FIBERGLASS STEPS**

- [ ] YES  
- [ ] STRAIGHT  
- [ ] RADIUS  

**LOCATION:**  
- [ ] CENTER SHALLOW END  
- [ ] OTHER (DRAW IN LOCATION)

**VINYL COVERED STEPS**

- [ ] YES  

**NOTE:** STEP MEASURING FORM REQUIRED

**ORDER INFORMATION**

- QUOTE #: 
- SD#: 
- PO#: 

**DEPTH MEASUREMENTS**

- [ ] HOPPER
- [ ] WALL
- [ ] DEPTH

**CORNER SIZE & SHAPE**

- [ ] SQUARE
- [ ] RADIUS
- [ ] DIAGONAL

**DEPTH MEASUREMENTS**

- [ ] HOPPER
- [ ] WALL
- [ ] DEPTH

**ALL LENGTH MEASUREMENTS MUST ADD UP TO THIS NUMBER.**

**ALL WIDTH MEASUREMENTS MUST ADD UP TO THIS NUMBER.**

**SAFETY LEDGE**